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Abstract

Due to the traditional software architecture can not meet the
performance requirements of large concurrent real-time
applications, using the SocketCluster real-time transmission
frame of the new non blocking asynchronous mode of Node.js
platform and on the basis of the realization of the function of
the cluster support Web video conferencing system work on
mobile platform. The system can support the scalability of
CPU multi core and multi server cluster, so as to meet the
requirement of real-time application system.The test proves
that the real time system developed by the above platform is
superior to the experience and foundation for the future
development of real time application.

1 Introduction

Currently on the market nearlly all mainstream video
conferencing system[1] only when was built based on the
internal enterprise platform or private cloud platform can it
to ensure the smooth transmission of video and audio to meet
the peformance requirement. And further the video
conference client terminal basically run on the mobile
platform's native app mode and need to download and
manully installed in the mobile phone or tablet by their own.
It is difficult to update and upgrade to the new release version.

At the same time in the design and implementation of video
conferencing mostly were built with traditional server side
framework such as JavaEE or MS.NET which using
traditional multi thread blocking mode, so it is difficult to
meet in the condition of high concurrency requirements on
real-time performance of video conference.

Nowadays reactive programming[2] has gradually replaced the
traditional programming method to become the mainstream of
the project development. The Reactive Systems are more
flexible, loosely-coupled and scalable. It can make software
application easier to develop and amenable to change. They
are significantly more tolerant of failure and when failure
does occur they meet it with elegance rather than disaster.
Reactive Systems are highly responsive, giving users
effective interactive feedback.

At mainwhile the reactive programmming model combines
the event-driven[3], non-blocking I/O model[4] that makes
application system lightweight and efficient has beed widely
used in moden software development. The Node.js[5] is one of
the best framework for this new programming model.

Using the reactive event-driven and non-blocking model, The
new kind of realtime mobile video conference application was
designed and implemented based on Node.js and
SocketCluster[6]. The system can support the scalability of
CPU multi core and multi server cluster, so as to meet the
requirement of real-time application system. The test proves
that the real time system developed by the above platform is
superior to the experience and foundation for the future
development of real time application

2 System Archirecture Design

The mobile video conferencing system works with using web
mode instead of native app mode. The server platform uses
Node.js which runs on the Linux Ubuntu Server, the web
server uses Express to feed the web page to the mobile client.

The SocketCluster framework is used as video and audio data
transmission between all of the conference participants.
SocketCluster is an open source real-time WebSocket[7]
framework for Node.js. It supports both direct client-server
communication like Socket.io[8] and group communication via
pub/sub channels[9]. SocketCluster is designed to scale both
vertically across multiple CPU cores and horizontally across
multiple machines/instances, so it can support large
concurrent and real-time high density data transmission
system.

The core functions of the system is the transmission of each
member to participate in the conference of video and audio,
for real-time data transmission to support multiple users,
using the SocketCluster framework to support Socket
transmission clusters to achieve two-way real-time
transmission of video and audio data between server and
client.

The clients which are mobile phone, tablet or PCs use the
built-in browser which supports HTML5 standard. The client
side functionality is implemented by combing Bootstrap,
AngularJS to perform response page rendering and two-way
data binding.
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The SocketCluster client is responsible for sending the local
users of video and audio, and other users of the sending and
receiving of audio and video, and use the HTML5 Audio
API[10] the realization of audio synthesis and playback. Figure
1 shows the mobile video conferecece system architecture.

fig.1 System architecture

3 Reactive message divern implemented

The Reactive programming model rely on asynchronous
message-passing to establish a boundary between components
that ensures loose coupling, isolation and location
transparency and the boundary provides the means to delegate
failures as messages which can be capture to handle this kind
of exception conditions.

SocketCluster with real-time pub/sub channels can be used to
implement the reactive event driven model, either the client or
the server can use JavaScript to interact with these real-time
pub/sub channels to publish and receive any kind of data. In
this video conference system the video and audio data is
transfered using these pub/sub chanel. The application
reactive programming model implementation is shown as
Figure 2.

fig.2 System reactive model implemeting

Inside of the SocketCluter server there is socket server engine
which can be used to handdle the data transmission for the
server and all clients. The SocketClutser main process start
worker process on each CPU core and each worker process
strat the socket server to act as data transmission center in the
system.

With worker instance the SocketCluter socket server can be
create with the following snippet code show.

module.exports.run = function (worker) {
//start the socket server
var scServer = worker.scServer;
//start video and audo transfer module
meetingvideo.start(scServer);
meetingaudio.start(scServer);

};

The socket server instance then is injected into video and
audio modules. The video and audio module use the injected
socket server to listene the data arriving event in the data
channel and react the event with the callback hanlder
function which is programmed in JavaScript which is showed
in following snippet code.

module.exports.start=function(scServer){
scServer.on('connection', function (socket) {
socket.on("meeting.video",function(data){
scServer.exchange.publish("meetimg.video.data",data);

});
});

};

The SocketClutser socket server support both peer-to-peer by
emit event and grouping data transferring by publishing and
subscribing to channel, in this system peer-to-peer is used in
management functionality and grouping mode is used in
video and audio transmission.
By publishing to a channel, the data can be send to multiple
clients at once. A client which is subscribed to a channel will
receive all data published to that channel. Both clients and
servers can publish to a channel. Channels are intended
primarily for client to client communication but SC also
offers a way to listen to channels from the server.

In the server side, when the socket server is created the data
can be publish to the specific channel like following code.

scServer.exchange.publish('videodata',videoDate);

Any client which is connected to SocketCluster socket server
and is subscribed and watching the specific channel would
receive the data which is published from other clients or
server. On each client, the video data receiving code might
look like the following code.

var videoChannel = socket.subscribe('videodata');
videoChannel.watch(function (videoData) {
//do video processing work
});

SocketCluster also support data publishing to socket chanel
from client, thus can peform client-client data transferring
model. The client can use following snippet code to publish
video and audio data to socket server channel.

socket.publish('videodata, videoData);
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With the support of SocketCluster client framework the client
side socket can be obtained directly without any programming
code.

Finnaly socket.publish(event, data) and channel.publish(data)
functions allow to send group messages between multiple
client sockets (n client sockets ⇄ n client sockets - Many to
many communication directly between clients, thus it is
flawless and perfectcan to fit the online video conference.

All abvoe data transferring works in the event drivern and
non-blocking communication model which is called reactive
programming model. This model allows recipients to only
consume resources while active, leading to less system
overhead.

4 Scale implemented with Clutser

SocketCluster supports scale both vertically (across multiple
CPU cores on a machine/host) and horizontally (across
multiple hosts).

For vertically scale, SocketCluster runs as a cluster of
different kinds of processes; each kind of process has its own
'controller' file which can configure each process' behaviour -
There is a controller for load balancers, one for workers and
one for broker processes. The most important one (where
most of your application logic should go) is the
workerController. The following snippet code shows how to
using SocketCluster multi processing to implement scale on
multi core in one CPU.

var SocketCluster = require('socketcluster').Socket Cluster;
var socketCluster = new SocketCluster({
workers: 16,
brokers: 1,
port:8000,
appName: "mobilemeeting",
workerController: __dirname + '/worker.js',
brokerController: __dirname + '/broker.js',
});

In above snippet code there are 16 workers processes, 1
broker process and the man server process on the server The
scale of system designing and implementing shown as Figure
3.

fig.3 Scale implemented with SocketCluster

And each worker process start the node.js instance and its
related framework instance such as Express and our
customized modules mainly video and audio transmission
program. The following snippet code shows each worker
process can start Express Web server instance and system
application modules.

var express = require('express');
var serveStatic = require('serve-static');
var path = require('path');
var meetingvideo=require("./business/meetingvideo");
var meetingaudio=require("./business/meetingaudio");
module.exports.run = function (worker) {
var app = express ();
//start the http server
var httpServer = worker.httpServer;
//start the socket server and get its instance
var scServer = worker.scServer;
app.use(serveStatic(path.resolve(__dirname, 'web')));
//HTTP handled by Express server
httpServer.on('request', app);
//start video transmission module
meetingvideo.start(scServer);
//start audio transmission module
meetingaudio.start(scServer);

};

5 Client video data receiving and showing

In the client side browser which sopports HTML5 standard is
used to view the conference GUI, the real-time video is
captured using HTML5 GetUserMedia API from camera and
then is sent to the local page in the <video> element and uses
the AngularJS $apply() method to trigger the daynamic
updating of web page, this is showed as the following code.

navigator.getUserMedia({video:true },function(stream){
video.src =window.URL.createObjectURL(stream);
video.play();
$scope.$apply();

After video image data is gained and send to the <video>
element in the web page, then the video data is captured by
using HTML5 canvas and Angular $interval to achieve timing
service of 60 frames per second, and then the data is sent to
the SocketServer video data channel, thus all the clients and
server which has subscribe the channel can receiving the data
on real time. The schematic is shown in the following code.

$scope.videotimer=$interval(function(){
canvasContext.drawImage(video, 0, 0, 100, 90);
meetingVideoData=canvas.toDataURL();
socket.sendVideoData({meetingNo:$scope.meetingNo,userid:
$rootScope.loginuserid,videodata:meetingVideoData}); },100
0/60);

SocketCluster provides a socket client plugin which support
web client to connect the socket server in SocketCluster
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server. When the web page is loaded, the socket client would
connect to socket server through this plugin.

The socket client then can send data to socket channel or
monitoring data arrival event from channel and receive the
data from other clients or server .In the video conference
system the data which is sent or received all contain meeting
user id and video or audio data.

With the user info the web page can show the video on the
specific user video element. The user’s video displaying
implementing code is shown below.

//monitoring the channel arriving data
socket.watchVideoData(function(data){
var senduserid=data.userid;
//specify the video element for the send data user
var videoimage=document.querySelector("img#img_"+
senduserid);
videoimage.src=data.videodata;
});

With the same working mode, the audio data can be obtained
with same HTML5 API. After auido data is obtained, the
system use Audio API to perform filter processing and
analysis according to the sampling rate of the packing for
binary data, then the auido data is sent with bulk mode to
SocketCluster channel to all of the participates in the meeting,
finally the web client receives the audio sample data from
audio channel through subscribing it and use the Audio API
to generate the audio wave to to play on speaker. As the
implemention code is similar with video so it is ommited here.
The conference system client showing like the Figure 4.

fig.4 mobile video conference client showing

6 Conclusion

Reactive architecture design means that problems may be
detected quickly and dealt with effectively. Reactive model
systems focus on providing rapid and consistent response
times, establishing reliable upper bounds so it can deliver a
consistent quality of service. This consistent behaviour in turn
simplifies error handling, builds end user confidence, and
encourages further interaction.
The reactive architecture which is based on Node.js and its
SocketCluster framework can develop a variety of real-time
applications and will become the mainstream technology of
real-time application development.
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